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Abstract – Lignocellulosic biomass is a very attractive substrate 

for biogas production via anaerobic digestion. Among all, straw 

represents a very interesting and worldwide diffused agricultural by-

product. However, due to the intrinsically complex structure of 

lignocellulosic biomass, straw has low biodegradability which 

results in low biogas yield. To increase the biogas production, 

chemical and physical pretreatments have been performed – i.e., size 

reduction, autoclave, and oxidation. The pretreatment conditions 

have been mitigated, in order to reduce their economic impact on 

the overall process and to make such pretreatments attractive at 

industrial level. 

The effects of the biomass pretreatments have been evaluated both 

by assessing the biomethane productivity in an anaerobic bioreactor 

and, in parallel, by characterizing the biomass at different levels – 

elemental content, functional groups, structural changes, and 

surface morphology. Results show a poor correlation between 

biogas production and the structural and chemical biomass 

changes. These findings confirm a more general issue: the difficulty 

of using biomass characterization alone to explain and predict the 

biogas production enhancement and of using such information to 

further improve biomass pretreatments.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

    Lignocellulosic biomass (LCB), as the name suggests, refers 

to plant-based raw materials containing three main polymers 

called cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin.[1] Due to its 

abundance, LCB provides an interesting resource for 

sustainable fuels production. Biogas composed of biomethane 

and carbon dioxide, one of the renewable energy vectors, can 

be produced from LCB through anaerobic digestion (AD). AD 

is realized by a consortium of microorganisms which transform 

the biodegradable organic matter into biomethane. At the same 

time, being a composite of three very different and intertwined 

components, it results to be recalcitrant to any biological 

degradation or traditional separation process. Consequently, a 

key challenge to render LCB even more attractive at industrial 

level is to increase its biofuels yield. To this aim, a 

pretreatment step, or a combination of pretreatments, can be 

applied to increase the biofuel yield [1, 2]. Of course, reducing 

the pretreatment costs enough can make LCB even more 

competitive in price with fossil-derived fuels.  

Among the available source of LCB, straw represents a 

substantial agricultural by-product around the world, making it 

an attractive substrate for biogas production.  

In this talk the effect of chemical and physical pretreatments 

are presented. In particular, size reduction, autoclaving and 

chemical oxidation of straw have been performed as a 

combined pretreatment. The use of a combination of 

pretreatments helps to conduct the individual steps at milder 

conditions, thus reducing the overall economic and 

environmental impact. [3, 4] The effect of the pretreatment has 

been evaluated both in terms of biomethane production and in 

terms of structural and chemical biomass changes.  

 

II. RESULTS 

The ground and sieved straw was separated into two size 

fractions (0.63 – 2 mm and 2.5 – 4 mm, respectively) and 

accordingly pretreated by autoclave (121°C, 1 bar, 20 minutes) 

and Fenton reaction [5]. On the pretreated samples and the 

controls for each pretreatment, BMP measurement and biomass 

characterization using a range of techniques were carried out. 

A. Biochemical Methane Potential 

Biochemical Methane Potential (BMP) were performed using 

an automatic methane potential test system (AMPTS II, 

Bioprocess, Lund, Sweden) that measures the biomethane 

obtained from the anaerobic digestion of biodegradable 

substrates. The AD of the straw, pretreated or not, was carried 
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out in triplicate in mesophilic condition (37 °C) using an 

inoculum treating energy cultures.  

The total cumulative methane yield, after 57 days for all 

samples (Figure 1) is significantly higher for the small-size 

fraction straw whatever the other pretreatments as compared to 

the large-size fraction straw. Moreover, autoclaving does not 

significantly improve the cumulative methane yield. 

Interestingly, the Fenton pretreatment, carried out with very 

low concentrations of oxidizing agent (1.047 mM of Fe
2+

 and 

0.1475 M of H2O2), does not significantly influence alone the 

cumulative biomethane yield, but when the biomass was 

autoclaved and then followed by Fenton pretreatment, the 

cumulative biomethane increase was 10.9% and 17.0%, 

respectively for small and large-size fraction straws. Overall, 

the combination of particle size reduction, autoclaving and 

Fenton reaction produced the highest methane potential (356 ± 

11 NLCH4/kg VS). Therefore, the synergy of combined 

pretreatments is better than single pretreatments. 
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Figure 1. Total cumulative methane yield after 57 days 

 

B. Structural and chemical characterizations 

 
1) Compositional analysis  

Elemental composition (carbon C, hydrogen H, nitrogen N, 

sulfur S, and oxygen O contents) was determined for all the 

straw samples (Table 1).  

Table 1. Elemental composition (C, H, N, S, O) of control and Fenton 

pretreated (C and F, respectively in the sample name), autoclaved and not (A 

and NA, respectively in the sample name) straw for both small and large-size 
particles (S and L, respectively in the sample name). 

Sample % C  % H  % N  % S  % O  

S-NA-C 44.7 ± 0.5 5.8 ± 0.0 0.3 ± 0.0 0.3 ± 0.5 40.4 ± 0.1 

S-NA-F 44.7 ± 0.6 5.7 ± 0.0 0.3 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.1 42.7 ± 0.2 

Sample % C  % H  % N  % S  % O  

S-A-C 45.1 ± 1.1 5.7 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.0 0.4 ± 0.3 43.6 ± 0.5 

S-A-F 43.6 ± 0.6 5.5 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 44.2 ± 0.2 

L-NA-C 44.8 ± 0.1 5.7 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.2 40.1 ± 0.1 

L-NA-F 44.3 ± 0.5 5.6 ± 0.0 0.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 43.0 ± 0.9 

L-A-C 45.1 ± 1.2 5.7 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.0 39.6 ± 0.8 

L-A-F 44.2 ± 0.4 5.6 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.3 43.6 ± 0.6 

 

Moreover, the lignin composition (acid-soluble fraction of 

lignin ASL, and acid-insoluble lignin AIL) analysis [6] was 

also determined (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Total lignin content (%) as a sum of acid-soluble (ASL) and acid-

insoluble (AIL) fractions in pre-treated samples as compared to their 

corresponding controls. 
 

While no great differences are observed in the elemental 

composition of the straw after pretreatments, the proportion of 

lignin has different trends in the case of large- or small-size 

particle samples. For small-size particles lignin content is 

enhanced after both autoclave and Fenton reaction 

pretreatment. This could be due to the lignification of silica 

bodies [7] and/or the presence of lignin in stomatal cell walls 

[8]. On the other side, for large-size no autoclaved straw lignin 

degradation due to the different pretreatment conditions is 

observed. Nevertheless, higher lignin degradation does not 

always translate into a higher percentage of BMP 

enhancement, as confirmed from the comparison with the BMP 

results.  

 
2) Porosity indicator by Simons’ Staining 

Simons’ staining test is an interesting method used to evaluate 

any structural variation occurring in biomass ultrastructure 

upon pretreatment. With this test, it is possible to evaluate the 

variation in the pore size distribution of the lignocellulosic 

samples [9, 10]. This would be an interesting parameter 
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characterizing the accessibility of degradable substrates 

(cellulose and hemicellulose) to the microorganisms. 

Accordingly, pretreated straw samples and the related controls 

have been analyzed to assess any change in the porosity. 

Results (Figure 3) indicate that the Fenton reaction produces a 

significant increase in porosity, but the method does not point 

out any relevant differences between autoclaved and not 

autoclaved samples. A slightly higher porosity can be seen for 

the larger size, but such difference is not statistically relevant, 

as confirmed by ANOVA test. 
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Figure 3. Porosity indication for control and pretreated straw obtained using 

Simon’s staining technique 

 
3) Infrared spectroscopy and second derivative analysis 

In Figure 4 are shown the normalized ATR spectra in the 

fingerprint region obtained for all the samples.  
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Figure 4. ATR spectra of controlled and pretreated samples in the fingerprint 

region. The resulting bands modified upon autoclave are indicated with a star 

(*). The samples subjected to autoclaving are indicated with dotted lines. 

At first sight, no obvious modifications in the FTIR data after 

the pretreatment are observed. However, based on the 

differences resulting from the second derivative analysis, some 

difference become visible the fingerprint region in the range of 

1300-1050 cm
−1

 (Figure 5). Based on such differences, spectra 

can be separated into two groups, depending on whether they 

were autoclaved or not. Namely, the bands at 1235 cm
−1

 and 

1200 cm
−1

, both related to the OH out-of-plane vibration mode 

of cellulose [11], are broadened and shifted at lower 

frequencies for samples not subjected to autoclave. Also, the 

band at 1160 cm
−1

, related to the antisymmetric bridge 

stretching of C-O-C of cellulose and hemicellulose [12], is 

sharper after the autoclaved samples. Lastly, the intensity of 

the band at 1100 cm
−1

, related to the amorphous cellulose [12, 

13], was reduced after the autoclave. These data suggest that 

slight, also significant, differences in the cellulose and/or 

hemicellulose can be evidenced by second derivative ATR-

FTIR spectra after autoclave 
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Figure 5. Second derivative analysis of ATR spectra in the range between 1350 
cm−1 and 1000 cm−1. The samples subjected to autoclaving are indicated with 

dotted lines. 
 

4) Cellulose crystallinity and lateral fibril size 

The cellulose crystallinity (Crystallinity Index, CI) which is an 

estimation of the relative amounts of crystalline (ordered) and 

amorphous (less ordered) part of the biomass is a key 

parameter often used to characterize the biomass after 

pretreatment [14]. Among the techniques used to estimate 

crystalline index, solid-state 
13

C NMR (ssNMR) was reported 

to be very powerful [15]. The results from NMR analysis are 

shown in Figure 6 and they show that the cellulose CI remain 

approximately constant for all samples (around 40%). In 

addition to the CI calculation, NMR analysis is also useful to 

estimate the supramolecular structures of cellulose [17, 18]. 
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Indeed, cellulose is structured in fibrils with a crystalline core 

surrounded by a non-crystalline cellulose layer. In turn, 

cellulose fibrils aggregate in microfibrils, or fibril bundles, so 

that only a fraction of the non-crystalline cellulose is accessible 

to the solvent: any change in the cellulose fibril dimension 

(Lateral Fibril Dimension, LFD) and microfibril dimension 

(Lateral Fibril Aggregate Dimension, LFAD) can influence the 

biomethane production. The results from NMR analysis 

(Figure 7) indicate that pretreatment conditions have no 

significant effects on the supramolecular structures of 

cellulose.  
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Figure 6. Cellulose crystallinity obtained by NMR analysis of the pretreated 

samples. 

 
Figure 7. Lateral Fibril Dimension (LFD) and Lateral Fibril Aggregate 

Dimension (LFAD) for the different samples as determined by NMR analysis. 
 

III. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

    The synergy of combined pretreatment, namely particle size 

reduction, autoclaving and Fenton reaction produced the 

highest methane potential (356 ± 11 NLCH4/kgVS). The 

intricacy of the lignocellulosic matrix and heterogeneity in 

physicochemical composition within the species makes it 

complex to study and to find a biomass characterization and 

biogas production. Results show that the conventional biomass 

characterization alone is not sufficient to explain the effect of 

pretreatment on biogas production and, even more, to indicate 

what kind of modifications should be targeted by the 

pretreatment to obtain an improvement of biogas yield. 

Without further improvement and development of analytical 

techniques, the explanation and the prediction of the 

biomethane potential of a feedstock with the aid of 

pretreatment can only be considered in case-by-case studies. 
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